Are you being bugged?
Here5 how to find RF
bugging devivces that
are invading your privacy.

RICHARD A. BOWEN

BEING WIRETAPPED IS NO JOKE. TODAY'S

micro-miniaturized electronics have
made it easy for anyone with a little
know-how and willful attitude to tap
your phone and invade your privacy.
Whether you call it eavesdropping,
phone tapping, radio interception, or
covert operations, we'll show you
how to hunt down those tiny bugs.
Although there are many advertised gadgets that claim to locate clandestine transmitters, licensed private
investigators, with few exceptions,
have neither the technical expertise
nor background to properly use them.
Consequently, more and more investigators are turning to radio technicians who are knowledgeable in
counter-surveillance technology.
That's why a competent radio technician with an inquisitive mind and
the proper equipment can make a supplemental iricon~e(perhaps $100 +
per hour} by availing himself, his

equipment, and his expertise to inves- talking about a $10,000 investment, if
tigators who are trying to locate clan- it's not really that much. After all,
destine transmitters.
you're trying to discern what type of
intelligence is contained in a detected
Tools of the trade
signal, you need a good receiver. Of
The first order of business is to have tremendous benefit would be some
the right tools. But what are the right kind of mixer, down converter, or pretools for detecting bugs that are posi- scaler to extend the receiver's fretioned by persons good at hiding quency range.
them? Bar none, the most invaluable
For obvious reasons, it's paratool is a spectrum analyzer (spec-an). mount to tape-record the bugged auThe one used by the author is an IFR dio; also, a first-rate direction-finder
model A7550, which becomes porta- is necessary so you can track down
ble when using its built-in Nickel and locate clandestine, or spurious
Cadmium (Ni-Cdf battery-an essen- emissions.
tial convenience.
Another option that is extremely
You'll also need a good receiver to useful is a General Purpose Interface
scan the RF spectrum looking for the Bus (GPIB) interface with a plotter,
bug's frequency. Many spec-ans have which will allow you to make hardradio-scanner options (receivers) that copy two-color printouts of the susare designed to be hooked up without pect frequencies that you have dismodification. Now admittedly, $500 covered, or wish to document. The
dollars for that option might sound GPIB will interface the spec-an's outlike a lot of money; but when you're put to the plotter.

There are a lot of gizmos that are
advertised on the market as so-called
"counter-intelligence devices." The
author is compelled to warn you that
most of the equipment will not perform as advertised, and the equipment
that will perform is often unethically
sold for 3 to 5 times the list pricecaveat emptor!
If you think that you're being
bugged, you may be desperate for
anything that advertises to solve your
problem quickly. The false promise of
those gizmos seems like a good risk.
But wait a minute: That's exactly what
those unethical companies are depending on to motivate a sale! Don't
fall into their trap. There's no shortcut gizmo that can replace the proper
test equipment in the hands of a
qualified radio technician.
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Sleuthing
Technicians make some of the best
detectives in the world-no kidding!
They have to investigate why something doesn't work and trace down the
fault; that takes an inquisitive mind.
And if one has a good sense of business, there's plenty of work in counter-surveillance. That's because private citizens are being illegally
bugged every day; not to mention all
the industrial and foreign espionage
that seems so prevalent in today's
world. Yes, indeed, when word gets
around that a technician knows how to
ferret out phone-taps, that person's
skills will be in demand.
Most people just aren't aware of all
the inexpensive devices that can be
legally purchased to invade their privacy. Figure 1 shows three tiny bugs
that can hear everything you say. Although clandestine bugs can come in
small packages, a willful intruder will
use what's handy and what works.
Bugs range from sugar-cube sized
"wireless microphones" for $20, to
candy-box sized "wireless intercorns," and handhelds, that will allow anyone within a half-mile radius
to listen to every spoken word in your
home. And you can bet that there are
many more sophisticated and much
more expensive devices, too! Let's
face it; not just anyone can find one of
those cleverly hidden bugs in your
home or office. It takes someone like
a technician with expert knowledge sf
radio transmissions, having the skills
and equipment needed to track down
tiny radio bugs.
Did you know that a perfectly legal

radio bug has been planted in his teIephone. However, the client might lack
the know-how to either disassemble
the phone, or even tell the difference
between a wiretap and the normal
telephone's circuitry. It's possible that
the client has found a wiretap, but
dosen't know what to do. A common
wiretap is shown in Fig I-a. It's a
"parasitic telephone transmitter" (not
to be confused with parasitic or spurious emissions frbm a legal RF transmitter).
The nomenclature "parasitic" was
derived from the fact that the bug
steals power (as a parasite feeds on
others) from the telephone company
and, consequently, needs no external
battery or antenna. Those devices use
the telephone's own headset coil-cord
and associated wiring as the antenna,
and the 48-volt central-station battery
[*;yS for power (which drops to about 10
volts when the handset is off hook).
Depending upon how the tiny
phone-bug is designed and where it's
located, it can be received on an FM
radio, or other receiver, up to one-half
mile away. The beauty of that bug is
that it can't be detected unless it's
actually operating, which means the
phone must be off-hook. And although able to operate on virtually
c
any frequency, it's common to sandFIG. ,-THESE ARE CLANDESTINE radio
wich the transmissions between highbugs, tn (a), a parasitic phone-tap is
shown disassembled. In (bf, a Radio
powered FM-broadcast stations; that's
Shack FM-transmitter (part No- 33-1076)
so they won't create radio interference
can be conveniently dropped behind the
that would tip off the authorities. Beof a chair. In (cl, this tiny FM
sides, an FM transmission can be retransmitter can be hidden in a kitchen
cabinet.
ceived by any inexpensive FM car
radice-usually sitting in front of, or
nearby, the victim's house or busi(FCC registered) phone tap is available from many companies for only
ness.
$25? That's because there's a big marHere's a step-by-step procedure
ket for bugging your own phone. Just
using a spec-an to make any bug stand
think for a moment: At one time or
out like a sore thumb:
Step 1: Set scan-width for the 88 MHz
another haven't you called some bigtime attorney, or doctor, or insurance
to 108 MHz FM broadcast spectrum.
company, only to hear strange beepStep 2: Set bandwidth resolution to 3
tones or clicks. That's right, you're
kHz.You will now have a factual disbeing recorded-and it's all legal!
play of all electromagnetic radiations
occurring in the 88 MHz to I08 MHz
Most people are under the impresfrequency range.
sion that intercepting your own teleStep 3: Set the "peak hold" to cap-.
phone conversation, or recording the
ture and store all legitimate signals
conversion without beep tones, is ilthat are on the air (see Fig. 2-a).
legal. That simply isn't true! You
don't have to notify anyone that
Step 4: Digitally invert all stored information (see Fig. 2-b).
you're tapping your own phone. How
about that! And if you can buy a simStep 5 : Pick up the suspected teleple phone-tap, so can a criminal out to
phone (off hook) and you'll notice
victimize the average Joe.
that the signal previously not present
is now displayed (see Fig. 2-c).
Bug frequency
What we have accomplished is a
Let's suppose a client suspects a
digital cancellation of everything that

